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A major concern in reading research has been'the determination

of the,kind of

4.

instructional program most effective for teaching

I
childreto read. Numerous studies have con' pared programs, .and.

numerous, sometimes contradictory, f have been reported. In

an effort to coordinate a number bf research projects so that any

results would be generalizable to a treater variety of school set,

tings, the Cooperative Research Program was designed.. After'two

years, Dykstra (1968) reported much greater ariance in achieve-

ment means among different projects within an Dne instructional

method, than among different' instructional methods within any one

\

project, even when reading readiness was used as a covariate.
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Dykstra concluded:

This would indicate that the entire instructional

setting is involved in the effectiveness of an in-

structional program in' reading. _Differences in method

and materials alone do not. appear to alter, to any great

extent, the,reading growth of pupils: This section of.:

the analysis . . . points out.the importance in future

research of focusing on teacher and learning situation

charaCteristics rather than methodology and materials/

(1968, p. 67).4t"

Dyer (1,970) has proposed a model that allows the researcher to

focus on these teacher and learningsituationcharacteristics. He
G'

hassuggested that five groups of variables should beinvestUate4:

input, output, hard;to-change surrounding conditions, easy-to-change .

surrounding conditions, and instructional practices variables. Three

.

groups of variables, input and hard-to7change surrounding Conditions.,

(

(the independent variables) and output (the dependent variable) are

s'-

used in regression analyses to derive school effectiVeness indices

(SEI's). 1 se SEI'sare the residuals representing the discrep

. .

between the predicted andvactual levels of performance ofa s'4 001.

46
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Once the most and least effective groups of schools have been iden-'

tified the easy-to-change surrounding conditions and instructional

practices are compared to identify possible reasons for the existing

discrepancies.

Following Dykstra's suggestion, Hood, Leslie, and Ken 1 (1974).

utilized Dyer's model in a pilot study. A. questionnaire was ent

J.

to each elementary ichool principal in Iowa to gathenfinancial

and school comunity info\-mation chalto-change surrounding Con.

ditions) and information concerning instructional practices in

primary grade reading programs., Third-grade Towa Tests of Basic

Skills (ITBS) Reading Comprehensiqn Test (Hieronymus & Lindquist,

1971) scores were used as the criteTion variable. Complete data

,wereeavailable from only 212 sch9ols (18.8%1; therefore, results

should be interpreted with caution.

(

Once the school community characteristics had been taken into

account, Hood et al. found little evidenEe that specific instruc-

tional'practices were related to reading achievement. Recency of
.

4
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purChase of a new basal reader series was the only instructional'

practice showing a significant partial correlation

ment, and that was negative. :No other variables had the next

highe t partial correlation with achievement (p<.20). They were

the use of a single basal reader for all groups which was nega-
_

,

tively related, and the use of multiple series, which w posi-

tively related. Hood et al. concluded:-

("`

The possible significance of instructional variables that

describe how reading programs are used suggests that these

axe factors which should be investigated in a follow -up,

study: When sufficient.numbers of schools are available

it may be possible to determine whether there '.s an optimum

pattern of use of basal reading programs which is more ef-

feCtive in the teaching of primary grade reading (1974,

PP. 29-30). .

\

, Procedure

n the present study a two-step procedure was used to continue

. the search for specific instructional practices and teacher and

1
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learning situation cha/pcteristics (easy-to-change surrounding

conditions) related to effective prima grade reading programs.

First, a multiple regression analysis as carried out using data

available from the Iowa Department o Public Instruction (DPI)

representing hard-to-change surroudding conditions (financial,

community, and school characteristics) as predictors and mid-year

fourth grade ITBS schobl means as the criterion. Schools deviating

from the regression surface by more than ±1.50 'standard error units

were chosen for further study. Input measures were not involved

since data in thiS category were unavailable.

In the second step questionnaires were sent to the principal .

and to each first, second, and third grade teacher in the identified

schools to gather,information/concerning'instructional practices as-

sociated with their primary reading programs. Inftrmation from the

DPI Iowa Professional School Employees D)ta Sheet (IPSEDS) was also

obtained to etermine whether certain staff characteristics (easy-
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f4

many chosen IiyweVer, because statistical dependency existed

to-change surround' onditions) differentiated.principals and

teachers in the mo e effective and less effective schools. Since

the.-COnsequences of a Type II error seemed to be-more serious than

those, of a Type I error, a level of significance bf .15 was orig-.

, .

between the/questionnaire items as well as between'the IPSEDS

variables, a reduced level of 'significance of ".10 was selected

for comparing result tney, 1971).

It might be'argued that input measures should have been in

eluded in the regression analyses.when selecting more and less

effective schools. ,An input measure, such as an intelligence

.test or a set of Piagetian tasks .might have.been obtained, but

4,

at great expense. Given the prominent role of cost/benefit anal-

ysis in educational systems toa identification of School ef-

vfectiVeness variables iithout such expense is, an important con- ,

; sideration. .Readiness test scores of the fotrth graders might

.

\
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have been obtained at-less expense,'but they were not considered

appropriate for use as.an input measure si4ce such tests are- often
A

given at the end of kindergarten and so may tually reflect a-

chievement in a portion of the primary reading\program rather than

knowledge' separate fram it Mbst importantly, however, schools

deviating fiom the regression surface will reflect both input and
y

school effectivenesseffectiveness variables. When differenCes in instructional

practices and staff characteristics in the more effective and lesS

N

effective schools are examined, one can then consider whether such

differences are related fo input or to school effectiveness.

Identification of Schools

The regression analyses used eight hard-to-change surrounding

conditions variables as predictors. The financial variable was

the district.eleffientary school tuition cost. Pour variables were

.
included to reflect socioeconomic characteristics of the community.

The percent of children from low - income families was obtained from

t
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reports filed with applications for Title I funds. Percent of

Negroes, percent of Spanish', and percent of other non-Caucasian

groups were the other community variables. These ethnic character-

istics do not imply a limit on students'.potential to achieve;,

rather, they are related to achievement presumably because they e

reflect socioeconomic status.

Three school characteristics were opening enrollment,Trima

grade enrollment, and primary grade growth. Opening enrollment

represented a head count of'each child in a school on the second

Friday in September. Primary grade enrollment represented a sim-

ilar count but included only grades one through three; there were

25 ungraded schools for which primary enrollment-was estimated by.

0

dividing the opening enrollment of the khool by the number of

grades in the school and then multiplying that quotient by three.

To obtain primary grade growth, the primary grade enrollment during

the 1971-72 school year was subtracted from that during-the .1972-73
0
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school year and the result divided by the 1971-72 primary grade

9

enrollment. 'A negative percent reibresented a.decline in enroll-

ment while a positive figure represented an increase.,

The multiple regression program from the Statistical. Package

.

for the Social Sciehees (1970twas'employed-to Calculate the pre-
,

O

diction equations and residualS. The reports of both the pilot

study,(Hood, Leslie, and Kendall, 1974) and bf Skaggs (1969) sug-
.

gested that there might be different relationships between the

output measure and the hard-to-change surrounding conditions va44-

ables depending on school district size categories. Therefore,

prediction equations and residuals were calculated within three

district size categories used by Iowa Testing Programs in reporting

test results: districts in the five largest communities, districts

in the seventeen next largest communities, and districts in the

remaining comtunities.

The residuals were tranSfOrmed to standardized residuels
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culated by dividing each.residual by the appropriate standard error

of the residudls. Schools that were at least 1.50 standardized re-

siduals above their respective regression surfaces were defined as
,

. .

"more effective" schools; sdhools atleast 1.50 standardized re-

siduals below Were defined as "less effective".schools.

The Questionnaires,

The principal's andteachers' questionnaires were designed to

explore instructional practices and easy-to-change surrounding

conditions that bight be rested to the effectiveness of the prim-

ary reading program in the selected schools. (Copies of the prin-

cipal's and teachers' queStionnaires are available in Kendall;

1974, or from the first author.) The principal's questionnaire'

contained three sectio (ten items). The first section asked '

which of five st teme is best characterized the primarOgrade read--

(

°

ing program Policy of the school. The sec set of items referred

to the Special reading teacher. Principals Were aslFd to indicate

11
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if' a special reading teacher worked in their building, whether he/

she wascf7ped by the Title I program,,. and how many hours per week

he/she worked in their building. The third set ofjtems,asked

cipals to check all of the specified library facilities from which

-books were available for students: classroom library, building

library, district library or media center, public library, and

tookmobile.

The teachers' questionnaire contained four sections (14 items),

In the first and second sections, teachers were asked to check the
o

statement describing the assignment of children to their homeroom

(homogeneous or heterogeneous) and to their reading classes (self-
..

'contained classroom, exchange within same grade level, exchange

'between different grade levels). In the third section, the degree

1)

,

of individualization in the reading program was, explored, Teachers
--I

were asked to list the title, Aveli, and publiAler of the reader

used by each reading group for the majority of their reading in-

-Ys
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struction or to indicate if an individualized'program was used.

'12

Fir this information, provision for group indiyiivalization, the

lk

range of levels of materials used by the primary grade teachers,

.2c,and the number of different materials used were determined. (Pre-
,

*

vision f group individualization was scored by giving points for

the number of different series, different levels of readers, and-

'fferent groups each teacher listed.) Teachers were also asked

to specify the number of children in each reading group and-the

nktmlier of children Who received the major porti4n of their reading

instruction from the special readinghteacher.

The fourth section investUated the supplementary reading pro-
,

gram. Teachers were asked if they used a separate phonics program,

a second reading program, creativef ting, and a special free-

reading time. They were asked to sp ify the number of minutes

per week each supplementary program or technique was used and for

how-many children each was used (fewer than one group, one to two

1
.4

a
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, groups, whole class).

BecaiaSe the 4o ru er than the teacher) was thelanit of

,

op

analysis, a single representative score for each item of interest

was derived from the separate teacher scores. The procedures for

deriving these scores w re,followed only if a majority of teachers

had returned questionnaires within each school (A complete expla-

natift of procedures usedfor scoring principal's and. teachers'

questionnaires is available in Kendall, 1974.)

Staff Characteristics `

Data from the Iowa Professional School Employees. Data Sheet

were compiled separately for principals and teacherS the more

effective and less effective schools. A number of characteristics,

such as undergraduate, and graduate maj6., age, semester hours

earned, and years of experience were of interest (13 for princi-

pals, 12 for teachers). A single representative score ,was calcu-
.

fated for each characteristic for the full-time primary grade

14

a.
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teachers in each Ichool.

Three multiple regression analyses were performed to investi-

gate the rolt5ionh.

. acteristics to s

of instructionalsractices and staff char-
,.

effectiveness (EFFECTIVENESS). Schools which

were 1.5'standard error units Amy the regression surface were as

signed an EF.FECTIVENESg score of "1""; those 1.5 standard error

units below this surface were assigned a "0". The first analysis

included several variables from the teachers' questionnaire. The

second analysis included information from principal and teacher
"

Data Sheets. The third analysis combined those varia

were significant predictors of EFFECTIVENESS in the two'pievioup

analyses.

Results

The.Regresgion Analyses

Complete data were available for 844 of 1123 (75.2%) elementary

schools in Iowa that had a third grade: class. Schoolt with missing
Yv

1

-15
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data on ethnic and low income family-charactetistics, enrollment

figures, or rrms scores were not included. Complete data were

available for 129 ,of 167 schools (77.2%) in .districts in the larg

est communities (LARGE), 118 of 201 schools (58.7%) in distric s

in the next largest communities-(MRD), and 597 of 841 school

' 4:

(71.0%) in districts in the. remaining communities (REM).

Separate regression analyses were performed for the tot

of 844 schools and for each of the three district:size categories

(Table 1). Because relation)hips were stronger within the

--- --- -

Insert Table 1 about here---- -
,ana MID district size categories' than for the tota group o schools,

three separate regression:equations were used to calculate e re-

.11

. '

,

siduals. Within eaCh category the relationships between the depend-

ent variable and each independent variable were examined foi line

amity. For any relationships which appeared, -to represent's ona

degree curves, the variable(s) which *eared curvilinear were
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squared And added to each of the regiession equations. (For example,

in/the MID categoii, percent at \bnd distri t

l.

Spanish

.
....

were squared.) In no instance did this,manipulati ntigniflcantly

, ,s

.improve the
.prediction of achievement, and therefo e thesimpler

.

, .

linear equations were used.

tuition cost

ea

The standardized residuals for 98 schools were found to be

greater than t1.5d: 13 schools (10.1%) in the-

t(e-'

more and seitft less effective), 14 schools (11.9%)

I

category six

in the MID cate-

.

gory (nine more and fiye less effective), and 71 schobls (11.9%)

in the REM category (38 more and33 less effective):

Due to the small number.of schools in the LARGE.and MID cate-

gories,expected cell frequencies were too small'for X2 analyses to

he appropriately performed; however, a visual inspection of the

questionwire and Data Sheet information revealed few differences

'in the distributions of these variables between the more and less
. ;k11,

effective-schools in the LARGE, MID, and 1kEm categories. Further,

;
1-7'

f .
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the standard errors of the residuals in the district size categories

were found to be very similar: LARGE, 3.72; Nap, 3.83; REM, 3.93.

Although the amount of variance in'ACHV accounted for by the hard-.r',,

to-change variables was much greater in the LARGE and MID categories.

than in the REM, it did not appear that different kinds of varia-

bility were removed from the three categories. Rather, there was

less variability in the REM schdols from the beginning. For these

reasons, schools were combined across district size categories for

all further analyses. m

o

For all questionnaire and Data Sheet information-of,i caiegor-

iCal nature, frequency tables were'compared using chi-square tests*
9

Yates' correction was applied for all 2X2 contingency tables. For

all data of a continuous nature, means were compared using t-tests.

Analyses of Questionnaires

Usable questionnaires were returned by 85 (86.7%) principals

(48 more and less effective:schools). Chi-square analyses revealed

no significant differences between responses of principals in more

.4 4

8

Fs

`t
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and less eff Live schools'to any of the questionnaire items. ex-

cept to the -.tion concerning library facilities. In more ef

fective schools public library was available to .students signif- %

icantly more often than in ;ess effective schools (X2 = 2.90,p<.09).

Usable quest ).o sires were returned by 387 teachers (approx-

.

imately 86%). All tea hers returned questionnaire in 60 schools;

and the majority of tea rers returned questionnair s in 19 schools

(47 more anal 32 less effec ive schools). Chi,sq e analyses re-

vealed no significant differences for homeroom or reading class

organization, the type of rea gfrogram used (basal, language-

experience, linguistic, phonic- stic, i.t.h.), or the use of

a separate phonics program, a sec d reading program, or creative

writing. The t-tests revealed that significantly fewer children

in more effective schools received the major portion of their

reading instruction from the special reading teacher than in less

effective schools (t=1.73, p(.09). No other significant differences

19
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were revealed.

4nalyses of Iowa Professinal SchoolEMplOyees

Data Shee s

*1

Data were available for principals\of 96 schools (52 more and

44 less effective). Chi-square analyses revealed no significant,

differences between principals of more and less effective schools;

t-tests revealed that principals of more effective schools had

significantly more years of experience in their present district

thaa,principals of less effective schools (i=1.68, p<.10).

Characteristics of teachers in more and less effective schools

were compared by t-tests; all 98 schools were included in these

analysesi(53 more and 45 less effective). Teachers in more ef-

active schools had significantly more years of eXperience in their

ent'district (t=2.60, p.01) and significantly, more total years

Of experience (t=1.97, p<.05)`; further, as might be expected, they

were significantly older (t=2.38, pc.,02) than teachers in less

fectiVe schoolS. No other significant differences were found.

20
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Predicting EFFECTIVENESS

Complete data were available for 77 schools for the multiple

regressionkanalyses to predict, EFFECTIVENESS. In the analysis of

questionnaire data, the number of children who received the major

portion of their reading instruction from the special reading teach-

vber was the only significant predictor (r= In the analysis

of Data Sheet information, teachers' district'experience had the

highest correlation with EFFECTIVENESS (r= .26); principal's

district experience also made a significant contribution, raising

the multiple R to .32.. When the three significant qUestionnaire

and Data Sheet variables were combined, only teachers' district

experience and principal's di

nificantly (R = .32).

trict experience contributed sig-

Discussion

The,characteristics which di erentiated more effective and

less effective schools in this s y appear to be related to school

21
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effectiveness rather than to input variables. The finding that

schools with higher reading achievement have principals and teach-

ers who are more experienced 'within the district is not surprisifig.

Principals and teachers who work in a school several years are

likelyqo become more familiar with reading materials they are

using. Sand with supplementary materials available. Their planning

may. improve as their awareness of the skits which. are .difficult

for children increases.04The longer the tenure in a school, the

greaternthe opportunity to.: interact with the other teachers, dis-

cussing ways to improve reading instruction and following the mg-

ress of children taught during previous years.

and 'effectiveness of the reading program ought

continuity'of the school's staffo

Also, principals and \ teachers who have been. in a school for

Thus the continuity

to increase with the

several years.should become better acquainted with the families of

the children in the school. Relationships betwe the parents and

-2 2

(A)
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ks

school tend to improve, and the parents may become more aware of

the reading program and how they can help their children at home..

,

.Further, as paren6' attitudes toward the school, improve, they

are likely to communicate their feelings to their children whose

j-

attitudes toward learning may then become more positive.

Although teachers in more effective schools were found to be

more experienced, how this greater eiperience is'applied in the

.

school-setting was not clearly demonstrated. There may be a corn-
,

bination of instructional practices used by more experienced teach-

erg which is reflected in the experience variable; in fact this

4 .

combination may consist of different practices at different times,

depending on the group of children witrhom the teacher is working.

h

In the present study the only instructional practice which differ-

entiated teachers in more and leis effective. schools was the number

of children taught by the special reading teacher. Ferhaps the
b .

more experienced teachers, found in the more effective schools,

;3
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semd,fewer children to the.special reading teacher because they

earned to teach effectively the variety of.children in their

assrooms.

It is surprising that none of the variales reflecting the de-
,

O

gree of individualization in the reading program differentiated the

more effectiv and less effective schools. Reading experts typically

400mphasize ti/at methods Andtmaterials should be adjusted to .fit the

is variety of children in a classroom .(Schiffman, 1967, p. 138;

Bond and Tinker, 1973, p. 45); Durkin flatly states, "No single

set of materials is, best for all children (1974; p. 12).q Although

the present study followed Dykstra's suggestion and focused on how

teachers use.Materials rather than on the materials themselves;

there was no difference between the number of different materials,

the range of 1eve1s of materials, or the number of groups employed

by teachers in more effective and less effective schools.

Further studies investigating school effectiveness and instruc-
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tional practices in reading should consider the-fact that-lbOth',

hard,to-change and easy-to-,ohange.variables-inluence output.

r, r' 1.

When used alone to compute expected output, results are biased ill

f-)
,

favor of. the hard-to-change variables.. It is further-possible
o

that some.of these hard-ti-change variables may also be related to

instructional practices and easy-to-change variables in-such a way
°

that when they are controlled, some effects_that more properly

be attributed to instructionatTraFtices andeasy-to-change

variablesltre removed. Amore promising mod21 would be one tiat

partitioned the variance of the variables of interest as Weits

(1968) has suggested so. that the proportion'involving interaction'

of hard- andeasy-to=changmariables could be isolated. By deter-

mining the extent to which these variables interact, researchers

may be able, to determine more clearly tlie relationships.among the

variables and to explain why the instructional practices for reading

in some schools are more effective than in others;

.$
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Independent
Variable

Percent of Negroes

Percent of childr4 from

low-income families

N.

Table 1

Multiple Regression Analyses

et,

Percent of Spanish

Opehing enrollment

District tuition Cost

Primary grade growth

Primary enrollment

Percent of other

non-caucasion

Li

28

Multiple. Increase
R. in R2

Total Group

Beta

0.44 0.20 -0.27 56.23

0.50' 0.05 -0.28 56.83

0.52 0.03 -0.16 28.26

0.54 0.01 -0.16 6.55

0.54 0.00 0.06 3.51

0.54 0.00 0.03 1.14

0. 5 4 0.00 0.05 .0.71

0.54 , 0.00 0.01 0.03
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Kendall

Table 1 (continued)

.

Independent Multiple Increse
Variable .' R in111.4 _Beta .

LARGE Category

Percent of children from

low-income families 0.80

Percent of iqegroes.

Percent of other

nOn-caucasion 0.81

.

t

4n

Perce;it bf. Spanish 0.81.

Primary Grade. Growth 0.81

District tuition cost 0.81

Primary enrollment 0.81,

Openingenrollment , 0.81

A

29

0.;01 0.09 2.74,

0.00 -0.05 0.61

0.00 ' 0.07 1.15

0.00 .0.02 0.17

0.64 c0.89 76.67

0.01 0.13 1.73

/0
5":

0.00 -0.18 .0.75

0.00 0.17 0.73

<
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Kendall

Independent
Variable'

Percent of children from

30

Table 1 (continued)

Mu] tiple Increase
in R2 Beta Fr,

MID Category

low-income families 0.61 0.37 -0.59 . 37412

District tuition cost 0.62 . 0:01 0.13 2.85

Opening enrollment .0.63 0.01 -0.08 1.08

Percent of Spanish 0.63 0.00 . -0..08 1.08

Percent of Negroes 0.64 0.00 0.07 0.66

Primary grade growth 0.64 0.00 , 0.03 :0.12
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Table 1 (continued)

31

Independent Multiple Increge
Variable' 114 Bata F

)
tree rit okchildren from

REM Category

low-incomp families 0.13 0.02

District tuition cost 0.18 0.01.

Percent of Spanish 0.20.,

Opening enrolltent 0.21 "00

Primaryienrollment 0.21 0.00

Primiry grade growth. 0.21 0.00

Percent of other

non-caucasian

Pertent of..Negroes

/

0.21 '0.00

0.22

32

v

40.

44,

-0.13 10.72

0.10' 6.29

-0.10 1.84

-0.14 3.49

0.10 1.94

-0.02 I)!IS

-0.01 0.14

0.13


